
 

 

Tuesday Exiles – Winter 2017/2018 
 

Week twentynine 

 

Fifty Shades move sixteen points clear at the top after a 6-2 win over We Woz 

Robbed, starting on a high with Sandra Simmonds hitting 215 and John Lester 

203. Fifty Shades then took the second game but struggled to maintain the 

scoring as We Woz Robbed came back at them to take the last game. Steve 

Tucker 32 over average for We Woz Robbed and Sandra 42 over average for 

Fifty Shades. Mark Ten move into second with a 6-2 win over Generation Gap 

in a high scoring match. Fist blood went to Mark Ten taking the game by 13 pins, 

the second to Generation Gap by 8 pins with Nick Spivey hitting 200 for 

Generation Gap. Mark Ten then upped their game with Alan Roberts hitting a 

personal best 215 and despite Generation Gap hitting their best of the night 

Mark Ten took the points and the win. Peter Jefferies 30 over average and Alan 

hitting a personal best 572 – 125 over average for Mark Ten, Leanne Spivey 30 

over average and Nick 48 over average for Generation Gap. 

Wipeout beat Trouble and Strike 6-2 despite losing the first game as sub 

Simon Jones fired a 214, seasons best for Trouble and Strike. Wipeout then 

took the next two games as Trouble and Strike failed to maintain their early 

form. Dave Cox hitting 499 – 58 over average and Rob Richardson 530 – 47 over 

average for Wipeout, Simon finishing with a seasons best 527 for Trouble and 

Strike. Pair of Crackers beat Phoenix in a one sided match, taking the first 

two games with ease. Phoenix came back at them in the last game but lost out by 

1 pin as Pair of Crackers wrapped up the match. Lyn Wakefield hitting a seasons 

best 463 – 76 over average for Pair of Crackers. Shambles beat Just the 

One! 6-2 despite Just the One! taking the first game. Geoff Richardson then 

woke up and pushed Shambles to the rest of the points finishing with 47 over 

average. 


